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Abstract
Earth medium effects in the three-neutrino oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos are observable under appropriate conditions.
This Letter generalizes the study of the medium effects and the possibility of their observation in the atmospheric neutrino
oscillations from the case of neutrinos traversing only the Earth mantle, where the density is essentially constant, to the case of
atmospheric neutrinos crossing also the Earth core. In the latter case new resonance-like effects become apparent. We calculate
the CPT-odd asymmetry for the survival probability of muon neutrinos and the observable muon-charge asymmetry, taking into
account the different atmospheric neutrino fluxes, and show the dependence of these asymmetries on the sign of m231 and
on the magnitude of the mixing angle θ13. A magnetized detector with a sufficiently good neutrino momentum resolution is
required for the observation of the muon-charge asymmetry generated by the Earth mantle-core effect.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
Recently, it was shown [1] that medium effects in
the three-neutrino oscillations of atmospheric neutri-
nos crossing the Earth mantle become observable un-
der appropriate conditions. At the fundamental level,
their study by means of a magnetized detector, able
to provide muon charge discrimination [2] and en-
ergy resolution, would allow to measure the sign of
the neutrino mass-squared difference, m231, respon-
sible for the dominant νµ ↔ ντ and ν¯µ ↔ ν¯τ oscil-
lations of the atmospheric νµ and ν¯µ. Such a study
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will also allow to explore the lepton mixing matrix
element |Ue3| = sin θ13, which “connects” the solar
and atmospheric neutrino oscillations. In the limit of
m221L/(2E) 1, valid for atmospheric neutrino os-
cillation baselines,m221 > 0 being the neutrino mass-
squared difference responsible for the oscillations of
solar neutrinos, L the baseline and E the neutrino en-
ergy, the main conclusions are based on the follow-
ing: (i) the medium effects, which discriminate be-
tween neutrino and antineutrino propagation, deter-
mine the sign of the atmospheric m231 [3]; (ii) for
sin θ13 ≡ s13 = 0 electron neutrinos decouple from the
oscillations of the atmospheric neutrinos in matter,
whereas they mix with the third (heaviest) mass eigen-
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state neutrino and take part in the atmospheric neutrino
oscillations if s13 = 0, although their mixing with the
first (lightest) mass eigenstate neutrino still vanishes;
(iii) non-resonant medium effects are already apparent
in the sub-dominant channels νe → νµ and ν¯e → ν¯µ,
for baselines L ∼ 3000 km, in both the mixing and
oscillation phase shift (see also [4,5]); (iv) in order
for the medium effects in the muon neutrino survival
probability to be observable, the resonant MSW ef-
fect in the νe(µ)→ νµ(e) and ν¯e(µ)→ ν¯µ(e) transitions
must be operational, which requires baselines larger
than L∼ 7000 km, the optimal baseline being a func-
tion of the value of sin θ13; (v) taking into account
the initial atmospheric νµ, ν¯µ, and νe, ν¯e fluxes and
the relevant charged current neutrino–nucleon deep in-
elastic scattering cross-sections, it was shown that the
matter-induced CPT-odd [6] and CP-odd [4,5,7] asym-
metries are observable.
The indicated results were obtained for matter of
constant density. Although there is a wide range of
Nadir angles (from 33.17◦ to 90◦), corresponding to
atmospheric neutrinos crossing the Earth mantle, and
to which the results of the study [1] apply, it is of
interest to extend the study to the case in which at-
mospheric neutrinos cross the Earth core. This is the
aim of the present Letter. In our analysis we use the
two-layer model of the Earth density distribution (see,
e.g., [8]). Detailed numerical studies [9] (see also [8,
10,11]) showed that, for the calculation of the prob-
abilities of interest, the two-layer model of the Earth
density distribution provides a very good (in many
cases excellent) approximation to the more compli-
cated density distributions predicted by the existing
models of the Earth [12]. According to the existing
Earth models, neutrinos which traverse the Earth along
a trajectory with a Nadir angle θn < 33.17◦ will cross
the Earth core. For such trajectories, the distances of
propagation in the mantle and in the core, Lm and Lc ,
are not independent and are given by
(1)


Lm =R
(
cos θn −
√
r2c
R2
− sin2 θn
)
,
Lc = 2R
√
r2c
R2
− sin2 θn, sin2 θn  r
2
c
R2
,
where R = 6371 km and rc = 3480 km are the radii
of the Earth and of the Earth core [12], respectively.
The total baseline is L = 2Lm + Lc , with neutrinos
propagating in three regions of different constant
density, mantle-core-mantle, the densities of the first
and third regions being identical. The probabilities
of atmospheric neutrino oscillations we will consider
are symmetric with respect to the interchange (i) of
the initial and final points of the neutrino trajectories,
located close to, or on, the Earth surface, and (ii) of
the initial and final flavour neutrinos. This implies the
vanishing of T-odd asymmetries [13].
The effective neutrino potential differences in the
Earth mantle and in the core, which in the case
of the νe → νµ,τ , and νµ → νe oscillations of the
atmospheric neutrinos of interest have the well-known
form [14–16],
(2)Vm(c) =
√
2GFNem(c),
Nem(c) being the electron number density in the mantle
(core),2 lead to interesting new effects of resonance-
like enhancement of the νe → νµ,τ and νµ→ νe tran-
sitions beyond the MSW resonance of the mixing [14,
15,18]. These effects have been well discussed in [8,
19,20]. In the limit 21 ≡ m221L/(2E) = 0, the
traceless 2× 2 matrix describing the effective Hamil-
tonian of the two neutrino states whose evolutions are
coupled (see, e.g., [21,22]), νe and ν′,
(3)ν′ = νµ sin θ23 + ντ cosθ23,
where θ23 is the mixing angle which in the limit of
θ13 = 0 controls the atmospheric νµ → ντ and ν¯µ →
ν¯τ oscillations, leads to an 2 × 2 unitary evolution
matrix of the form (see, e.g., [23,24])
(4)U =UmUcUm,
where Um(c) is the evolution operator in the Earth
mantle (core),
Um(c) = e−i(σnˆm(c))φm(c)
(5)= cosφm(c) − i
(σ nˆm(c)) sinφm(c).
Here
(6)φm(c) = 12Em(c) Lm(c)
2 In the two-layer model of the Earth density distribution, Nem
and Nec are [8,9] the mean electron number densities along the
neutrino trajectory in the mantle and in the core, respectively. For
the Earth center-crossing neutrinos, for instance, one has [12,17]:
Nem
∼= 2.2 cm−3 NA and Nec ∼= 5.4 cm−3 NA, where NA is the
Avogadro number.
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is the difference between the phases of the two
neutrino energy eigenstates, acquired after neutrinos
have crossed the Earth mantle (core), Em(c) being
the difference between the energies of the two states
in the mantle (core),
Em(c) = m
2
31
2E
(7)
×
√√√√(cos 2θ13 − 2EVm(c)
m231
)2
+ sin2 2θ13,
and nˆm(c) is a real unit vector [24],
nˆm(c) =
(
sin 2θm(c),0,− cos2θm(c)),
(8)nˆ2m(c) = 1,
where θm(c) is the mixing angle in the mantle (core),
which in the limit of zero neutrino effective potential
difference, Vm(c)→ 0 coincides with θ13,
cos 2θm(c)
(9)= 1
Em(c)
((
m231/2E
)
cos 2θ13 − Vm(c)
)
.
Using Eqs. (4), (5), it is not difficult to express
the evolution operator of interest U in terms of the
quantities characterizing the evolution of the neutrino
states in the mantle and in the core (see, e.g., [20,23]):
(10)U = e−i(σnˆ)φ = cosφ − i(σnˆ) sinφ,
where
cosφ = cos(2φm) cosφc
(11)− cos(2θc − 2θm) sin(2φm) sinφc,
(12)
nˆ sinφ = nˆm
[
sin(2φm) cosφc
− (nˆm · nˆc)(1− cos(2φm)) sinφc]
+ nˆc sinφc.
The two-neutrino oscillation probability P(νe → ν′)
= P(ν′ → νe) ≡ P2, is determined by the elements
of the evolution matrix U , P2 = |Uν ′νe |2, and can be
written in the form [19]:
P2 = (n1 sinφ)2 + (n2 sinφ)2
(13)= 1− cos2 φ − (n3 sinφ)2,
where cosφ is given by Eq. (11) and n3 sinφ is
determined by Eq. (12):
n3 sinφ = cos 2θm
[
sinφc cos 2φm cos
(
2θc − 2θm)
+ cosφc sin 2φm
]
(14)− sinφc sin 2θm sin
(
2θc − 2θm).
The νe → νµ and νe → ντ transition probabilities
and the νe survival probability of interest are related to
the probability P2 (see, e.g., [21,22]):
P(νe → νµ)= s223P2, P (νe → ντ )= c223P2,
(15)P(νe → νe)= 1− P2,
where c23 = cosθ23 and s23 = sin θ23. We also have
P(νe → νµ) = P(νµ → νe). The probabilities of os-
cillations of antineutrinos can be obtained from the
corresponding probabilities of oscillations of neutri-
nos by replacing Vm(c) by −Vm(c) in the expressions
for the energy differences Em(c) and the mixing an-
gles θm(c) in the mantle and in the core, Eqs. (7)
and (9).
The conditions for the absolute (P2 = 1) maxima
of the νe → νµ, νµ → νe and νe → ντ transition
probabilities follow from the expression (13) for the
probability P2 [19]:
(16)cosφ = 0, n3 sinφ = 0,
with cosφ and n3 sinφ given by Eqs. (11) and (14).
In the case of constant density, i.e., Vc = Vm
and, correspondingly, Em = Ec, θc = θm, and
φ = φc + 2φm = Em(Lc + 2Lm)/2, the two con-
ditions (16) correspond to the simultaneous require-
ment [1,19] of both a maximum in the oscillating fac-
tor sin2 φ, namely, cosφ = 0, and MSW-resonance in
the amplitude of the oscillations sin2 2θm, n3 sinφ =
cos 2θm sinφ =± cos2θm = 0. There is a crucial dif-
ference between the case of constant density and the
one we are interested in. When neutrinos cross the
mantle, the core and the mantle again, the oscillation
phase φ is no longer linear in the baseline L. Instead, it
depends non-trivially on the distances traveled in each
layer, Lm and Lc . Similarly, the condition n3 sinφ = 0
is a global one, without direct correspondence with the
MSW-resonance condition in a given layer.
In terms of the oscillation phases in each layer,
φm and φc, the solution of the conditions (16) for the
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absolute maxima of P2 can be written as
tanφc = 1− tan
2 φm
2(nˆmnˆc) tanφm
,
(17)tan2 φm =
1− Em
Ec
(nˆmnˆc)
1+ Em
Ec
(nˆmnˆc)− 2(nˆmnˆc)2
.
They can be expressed in terms of the mixing angles
in matter in each of the two layers (Earth mantle and
core) [19]:
tanφm =±
√
− cos2θc
cos (4θm − 2θc) ,
(18)tanφc =± cos 2θ
m
√− cos (2θc) cos (4θm − 2θc) ,
where the signs in (18) are correlated. Under the
assumptions of cos 2θ13 > 0 and m231 > 0, together
with the fact that Vm < Vc, the domain in which (18)
can be fulfilled is [19]
(19)domain A:
{
cos 2θc  0,
cos
(
4θm − 2θc) 0.
The absolute maximum reachable in the domain
(19) represents a new feature of the νe → νµ(τ)
and νµ → νe transition probabilities beyond the well
known MSW resonance in the mixing. The new en-
hancement effect disappears in the limit of constant
density, when θc = θm, because the domain “col-
lapses” just to the resonance condition for the mix-
ing in matter. It is not guaranteed a priori that, for a
given Nadir angle, corresponding to neutrino trajec-
tories crossing the Earth core region, both conditions
(18) can be satisfied simultaneously, since the radii
of the Earth and that of the Earth core and, corre-
spondingly, Lm and Lc , and the electron number den-
sities in the Earth mantle and core, Nem(c), are fixed.
It was shown in [19] that solution A is realized for
the νe → νµ(τ) and νµ → νe transitions of the Earth
core-crossing atmospheric neutrinos and a rather com-
plete set of values of m231/E and sin
2 2θ13, for which
both conditions in (18) hold for neutrino trajectories
with Nadir angle θn = 0◦;13◦;23◦;30◦, was found.
We will present results for the matter-induced CP-odd
and CPT-odd asymmetries as a function of the Nadir
angle (see below).
Besides the possible absolute maxima described
by (18), with P2 = 1, there can be alternative (local)
maxima (in the variables φm and φc) corresponding
to [8,19]
(i)
cos 2φm = 0, sinφc = 0,
in the domain B: cos 2θm = 0,
(20)with probability P2 = sin2 2θm = 1;
(ii)
sinφm = 0, cosφc = 0,
in the domain C: cos 2θc  0,
(21)with probability P2 = sin2 2θc.
(iii)
cosφm = 0, cosφc = 0,
in the domain D: cos
(
4θm − 2θc) 0,
(22)
with probability P2 = sin2
(
4θm − 2θc).
The maxima of P2 described by (22), known as the
NOLR solution [8], like the absolute maxima of solu-
tion A, Eq. (18), are due to a constructive interference
between the probability amplitudes of the neutrino
transitions in the two different layers—the Earth man-
tle and the core [19]. Solution A and solution D co-
incide on the border line cos (4θm − 2θc) = 0, which
is common to both regions A and D. The building
up of the indicated constructive interference is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, where we show P(νe → νµ) =
s223P2 as a function of the distance traveled by the
neutrinos in the Earth in two different cases, associ-
ated with solutions A and D. In both cases, we have
used [25] m231 = 3.2× 10−3 eV2 and sin2 θ23 = 0.5.
The two panels correspond to solution A for θn = 0◦
at sin2 2θ13 ∼= 0.15 and E ∼= 6.6 GeV, and to ab-
solute maximum of type D (i.e., an absolute maxi-
mum at which cos (4θm − 2θc) = 0) for θn = 23◦ at
sin2 2θ13 ∼= 0.05 and E ∼= 5.0 GeV [19].
Solution B (C) defined by (20), (21) describes
maximum conversion in the mantle (core), with no
transitions taking place in the core (mantle). The
region B is a line (in the E− sin2 2θ13 plane) on which
the MSW resonance condition [15] is satisfied in the
Earth mantle; it lies entirely in region A [19]. On the
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Fig. 1. Constructive interference in the Earth in the channel
νe → νµ: P (νe → νµ) as function of the distance (in km) traveled
by the neutrinos in the Earth, for m231 = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2 and
sin2 θ23 = 0.5. The upper panel corresponds to solution A for
θn = 0◦ at E  6.6 GeV and sin2 2θ13  0.15; the lower panel
corresponds to solution D for θn = 23◦ at E  5.0 GeV and
sin2 2θ13  0.05.
border line of region C, cos 2θc = 0, which is also
a border line of region A and on which solutions C
and A coincide, the MSW resonance condition in the
Earth core is fulfilled.
As emphasized in [1], in a situation in which the
dominant oscillation channel is νµ → ντ , the only
method to observe the medium effects in the νµ sur-
vival probability (and thus, reach sensitivity to the
sign of m231 and the value of θ13) is to operate un-
der conditions in which the resonance phenomenon
in the transitions νµ → νe are observable. For con-
stant density in the mantle of the Earth, this require-
ment implies a baseline L 7000 km, i.e., a Nadir an-
gle θn  56.68◦. The constant density approximation
can only be maintained for θn  33.17◦. The ques-
tion is whether for θn < 33.17◦, one finds, for the
values of m231 from the atmospheric neutrino oscil-
lation region and of θ13 from the region allowed by
the CHOOZ data [26], solutions to the absolute max-
imum conditions (18) in the energy range relevant for
the atmospheric neutrinos. The phenomenon of con-
structive interference between the neutrino transition
amplitudes in the Earth mantle and in the core was
shown [8,19] to take place practically for all Nadir
angles, associated with baselines crossing the Earth
core, and for energies of atmospheric neutrinos, which
for m231 = 3.2× 10−3 eV2 lie in the multi-GeV re-
gion, E ∼= (3–9) GeV. In Fig. 2 we show the probabil-
ity P(νe → νµ) as a function of the neutrino energy
E for m231 = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and
sin2 2θ13 = 0.10 (solid line), 0.05 (dotted line). The
four panels correspond to neutrino trajectories with
Nadir angles θn = 0◦, 13◦, 23◦ and 30◦, respectively.
The two dominating maxima in the probability
P(νe → νµ), located in the energy intervals ∼ (3–
5) GeV and ∼ (6–8) GeV and clearly seen in Fig. 2,
are for θn = 0◦;13◦, due to absolute maxima, i.e.,
solutions of Eq. (16) (or (18)), which take place
at [19] sin2 2θmax 113 = 0.034; 0.039 and Em−cmax 1 =
4.4; 4.6 GeV, and at sin2 2θmax213 = 0.15; 0.17 and
Em−cmax 2 = 6.6; 7.1 GeV, respectively. One of the most
important features of the results discussed is [8] that
the energy of the dominating maxima of the proba-
bility P(νe → νµ), caused by the mantle-core con-
structive interference effect, Em−cmax , lies between the
energies of the MSW resonance in the core and in
the mantle, Ecres and Emres, which, e.g., for sin2 2θ13 =
(0.03–0.04) read:Ecres ∼= 3.9 GeV and Emres ∼= 9.5 GeV.
In order to be detected, the medium effects dis-
cussed here require a detector with a sufficiently good
energy resolution. The energies at which the dominat-
ing maxima of P(νe → νµ) occur vary somewhat with
the Nadir angle. Thus, the detector has to allow a suf-
ficiently precise determination of the direction of the
neutrino momentum too. It has to be able at least to
identify with a rather good efficiency the events which
are due to Earth core-crossing neutrinos. If these re-
quirements are fulfilled, the matter effects under dis-
cussion might be measurable. An analysis of the reso-
nant effects arising from (22) in terms of the Up–Down
asymmetry has been done in [27].
Once the Earth mantle-core interference effect has
been studied in the sub-dominant channel νe → νµ,
the most interesting implication of this effect is for
the survival probability P(νµ → νµ). The existence of
the absolute maxima in P(νµ → νe) = P(νe → νµ)
will lead to an appreciable suppression of P(νµ →
νµ) if m231 > 0, and to no effect in P(ν¯µ → ν¯µ),
with respect to the vacuum case. In Fig. 3 we show
the dependence of the probabilities P(νµ → νµ) and
P(ν¯µ → ν¯µ) on E for m231 = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2,
sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and sin2 2θ13 = 0.10. The four panels
are for Nadir angles θn = 0◦, 13◦, 23◦ and 30◦,
respectively. The three lines in Fig. 3 correspond to
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Fig. 2. The probability P (νe → νµ) for neutrinos crossing the Earth core, as a function of the neutrino energy E (in GeV), for
m231 = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and sin2 2θ13 = 0.10 (solid line), 0.05 (dotted line). The upper left and right, and the lower left
and right panels correspond to neutrino trajectories with Nadir angle θn = 0◦;13◦;23◦;30◦ , respectively.
Fig. 3. The survival probabilities, P (νµ → νµ) and P (ν¯µ → ν¯µ), in the case of neutrino oscillations in the Earth (solid and dashed
lines, respectively) and in vacuum (dotted line), as functions of the neutrino energy E (in GeV), for m231 = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2,
sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and sin2 2θ13 = 0.10. The upper left, right and the lower left, right panels correspond to neutrino trajectories with Nadir angle
θn = 0◦;13◦;23◦;30◦, respectively.
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Fig. 4. The CPT asymmetry ACPT, Eq. (23), as function of the neutrino energy E (in GeV) for |m231| = 3.2 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.5,
and sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 (solid line), 0.05 (dotted line). The solid (thin solid) and dotted (thin dotted) lines in each panel correspond to m231 > 0
(m231 < 0). The upper left, right and the lower left, right panels correspond to neutrino trajectories with Nadir angle θn = 0◦;13◦;23◦;30◦ ,
respectively.
νµ and ν¯µ oscillations in the Earth (solid and dashed
lines, respectively) and in vacuum (dotted line).
To quantify the mantle-core interference effect in
the νµ or ν¯µ survival probability, we construct the
matter-induced CPT-odd asymmetry:
(23)ACPT = P(νµ → νµ)− P(ν¯µ → ν¯µ)
P (νµ → νµ)+ P(ν¯µ → ν¯µ) .
The CPT-odd asymmetry is practically free from
other [28] matter effects common for neutrinos and
antineutrinos in the dominant channel νµ → ντ . The
“theoretical” asymmetry (23) is shown in Fig. 4 for
the same values of the Nadir angle used in Fig. 3.
In all cases, m231 = 3.2× 10−3 eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.5,
and sin2 2θ13 = 0.10 (solid lines), and 0.05 (dotted
lines). In the most relevant energy region between
∼4 and ∼9 GeV, the asymmetry is large and with a
definite sign: negative for m231 > 0 and positive for
m231 < 0. There is a change of sign in the interval
E ∼ (5–6) GeV, whose width depends somewhat on
the Nadir angle, but the corresponding region is rather
narrow and the asymmetry in this region is relatively
small, except for θn ∼ 23◦. This again indicates that
to measure the effects under discussion a sufficient
energy and Nadir angle resolution will be required.
The observable muon charge asymmetry in the
muon events produced by the atmospheric neutrinos is
a combination of the CPT-odd asymmetry (involving
the survival probabilities P(νµ → νµ) and P(ν¯µ →
ν¯µ)) and the CP-odd asymmetry (involving the appear-
ance probabilities P(νe → νµ) and P(ν¯e → ν¯µ)). One
can define
(24)A=
N(µ−;E)− σCC(νµ)
σCC(ν¯µ)
N(µ+;E)
N(µ−;E)+ σCC(νµ)
σCC(ν¯µ)
N(µ+;E)
,
where σCC(νµ) and σCC(ν¯µ) are the relevant charged
current neutrino–nucleon cross sections, N(µ±;E)
are the rates of µ− and µ+ events produced by the
atmospheric neutrinos with energy E,
N
(
µ−;E)
= σCC(νµ)
[
Φ◦(νµ;E)P(νµ→ νµ)
+Φ◦(νe;E)P(νe → νµ)
]
,
N
(
µ+;E)
= σCC(ν¯µ)
[
Φ◦(ν¯µ;E)P(ν¯µ→ ν¯µ)
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Fig. 5. The muon charge asymmetry A, Eq. (24), as function of the neutrino energy (GeV) for |m231| = 3.2× 10−3 eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and
sin2 2θ13 = 0.1. The solid (dashed) line in each panel is for m231 > 0 (m231 < 0). The average over 2 GeV-bins is also shown for both values
of m231. The upper left, right and the lower left, right panels correspond to neutrino trajectories with Nadir angle θn = 0◦;13◦;23◦;30◦ ,
respectively.
(25)+Φ◦(ν¯e;E)P(ν¯e→ ν¯µ)
]
and Φ◦(νl;E) and Φ◦(ν¯l;E) are the initial fluxes of
the atmospheric νl and ν¯l , l = e,µ, with energy E.
These fluxes are obtained from the code explained
in [29]. The charge asymmetry defined by Eq. (24)
eliminates the asymmetry due to the difference of the
cross sections σCC(νµ) and σCC(ν¯µ) which at the
energies of interest, and to a good approximation [30],
both depend linearly on E. Notice that the modulation
produced by the neutrino fluxes leads to a result
which is no longer symmetric with respect to the
horizontal axis when changing the sign of m231. The
net effect, however, is the approximate displacement
of the symmetry axis in the upward direction.
The charge asymmetry (24) is plotted in Fig. 5
for the selected Nadir angles θn = 0◦, 13◦, 23◦ and
30◦. The results shown in Fig. 5 can be compared
with those in Fig. 4 in order to see the effects of
the contributions due to the νe → νµ and ν¯e →
ν¯µ transitions. As is seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the
main features of the asymmetry ACPT, discussed
earlier, are exhibited also by the charge asymmetry A.
These results show a rather strong dependence of A
on the energy and one could wonder whether this
charge asymmetry washes out when a realistic energy
resolution is considered. In order to explore this issue,
we have also included in Fig. 5 the result of averaging
N(µ±;E) using 2 GeV-bins. As it is apparent, for
most of the Nadir angles of interest the Earth mantle-
core effect is still substantial.
To conclude, the propagation of the atmospheric
neutrinos through the mantle and the core of the Earth
leads to new resonance-like effects in the νe(νµ)→
νµ(νe) or ν¯e(ν¯µ)→ ν¯µ(ν¯e) transitions, depending on
the sign of m231. This produces observable asymme-
tries between, e.g., the atmospheric νµ and ν¯µ sur-
vival probabilities. As it was the case of the MSW-
resonance in the mixing at constant density and long
enough baselines, the measurement of the asymme-
try between the rates of µ− and µ+ events due to at-
mospheric neutrinos (muon charge asymmetry) can al-
low to determine the sign of m231. The muon charge
asymmetry is rather sensitive to the magnitude of the
“connecting” mixing angle θ13 as well, although the
wide energy region around the resonance in the man-
tle, with stable matter asymmetry, disappears once the
neutrino path crosses the Earth core. In addition to
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the muon charge discrimination, such measurement re-
quires a sufficiently good neutrino momentum reso-
lution, both in magnitude and direction. We have ex-
plored the effect on the charge asymmetry of a finite
energy resolution for fixed Nadir angles. The implica-
tions of these results on an actual detector are under
study [31].
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